HAYES FRY LAW
SERVING GRANDE PRAIRIE AND NORTHERN ALBERTA

When Life Gives
You Lemons
Our team is here
to help you make
lemonade.

A different kind of lawyer.
Traditional law firms have grown antiquated, stagnant, and tired. Hayes Fry Law
is a different kind of law firm. We’re a dedicated and professional team but we
check our egos at the door and leave the Latin in the cou room.
As Grande Prairie lawyers, we’re embracing the Albea lifestyle and focusing on
beer legal service instead of matching the peect tie with our three-piece
suits. That means beer client communication, a focus on educating you on the
issues at hand, and meeting in a casual relaxed environment where you can be
yourself – and not feel judged or pressured.
We know that any time you need to hire a lawyer, you’re stepping into one of
life’s trickier situations. Whether you need suppo with a real estate deal, a
family or business dispute, writing a will, handling or planning an estate, staffing a
business or working with contractors, we’re here to guide you.
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HAYES FRY LAW
SERVING GRANDE PRAIRIE,
THE PEACE COUNTRY &
NORTHERN ALBERTA
No maer where you are along life's
journey – from staing a family and
buying a home, to launching a business,
estate planning, navigating issues aer
the loss of a loved one or a breakup –
Hayes Fry Law is here to guide you
through life’s milestone events.

OUR PRACTICE AREAS
Family Law · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 7
Wills & Estate · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
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Business Law · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
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CONNECT WITH US
780 831 7370
Reception@HayesFryLaw.ca
HayesFryLaw.ca
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Guiding you
with empathy,
kindness
and clarity.
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HAPPY
ENDINGS
Your story maers. Our exceptional team is here to help
you write the next chapter and create the best outcomes
for you and your loved ones.
Founded by husband and wife Nathan and
Leah, Hayes Fry Law is a powerhouse firm
serving clients in Grande Prairie and across
Nohern Albea.

Since its inception in 2014, Hayes Fry Law has
grown rapidly and now provides a full suite of legal
services to clients in Grande Prairie, Nohern
Albea and the Peace Country.

Young and driven, Leah and Nathan built a
home and a thriving practice in Grande Prairie
with the goal of ensuring clients knew they
would be served with compassion, kindness, and
integrity. Law is a serious business, but that
doesn’t mean it can’t be done with a smile and
sense of optimism.

Family Law
Hayes Fry Law approaches Family Law with
understanding, compassion, and practicality. We
offer clients a thoughul, goal oriented, personal
approach while focussing on innovative solutions.
Services include:

While aicling at local firms, Nathan and Leah
saw gaps in the market and wanted to create
an alternative to the traditional law firm culture
and approach. Aerall, Nohern Albea is
home to a vibrant community of folks that
favour geing down to business in a relaxed
atmosphere.
Nathan and Leah wanted to make their clients
feel valued, while providing an outstanding
experience that is focused on education and
expedient solutions. This means conscientious
legal service, a focus on educating clients so
that they understand their options, and
thorough and timely communication, all
provided in a casual relaxed environment where
clients can come just the way they are, feel
relaxed and be themselves.
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• Divorce and separation contracts
• Prenuptial and cohabitation agreements
• Minutes of selement
• Contract amendments
• Mediation
• Negotiation
• Litigation
• Common-law separation
• Guardianship and parenting maers
• Spousal suppo
• Child suppo
• Retroactive suppo
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We’re here to help you through life's
biggest and most difﬁcult changes
Wills & Estates
Hayes Fry Law suppos individuals, couples,
farmers, and big and small business owners plan
for the future and beyond — from draing wills
and estate plans, helping an executor probate
an estate, or resolving a disputed estate.
Services include:

• Draing wills
• Creating an estate plan
• Draing a personal directive
• Draing General or Specific Power of
Aorney
• Probating an estate
• Adult guardianship, trusteeship maers
• Estate litigation
Corporate Law
Hayes Fry Law can help grow and protect
businesses of all shapes and sizes. The team is
here to suppo clients launching something
brand new or those with established businesses
across diverse sectors.
Services include:
• Incorporating new companies
• Contract draing & review
• Purchasing or selling a business
• Commercial/residential leases
• Section 85 rollovers
• Corporate restructuring
• Professional corporations services and
incorporation

• Commercial financing
• Seing up and maintaining Minute Books
• Filing annual returns
• Preparing shareholders and directors’ resolutions
• Preparing unanimous shareholders agreements
• Mergers and acquisitions
• Strategic advice
• Sophisticated financing arrangements
• Contested corporate maers including:
- Employment disputes
- Insolvencies
- Insurance claims
- Litigation
Real Estate
Buying or selling a propey in Grande Prairie, or
anywhere in Albea, doesn’t have to be complicated.
Hayes Fry Law has developed and follows a
streamlined process that keeps clients connected at
all times.
Services include:
• Residential purchases & sales
• Commercial purchases and sales
• Residential and commercial refinancing
• Rent to own agreements
• Private mogages and vendor take back mogages
• Preparing private purchase contracts and offers to
purchase
• Independent legal advice relating to dower issues and
releases
• Notary and commissioner of oath services
• Foreclosures

“Kindness is how we treat our clients.
We fight your battles with strength.
We show warmth when you are
struggling. We serve you by
providing solutions.”
- N ATHAN HAYES-F RY
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FA M ILY L A W

Support for facing life's challenges
Our approach to Family Law is one of
understanding, compassion, and practicality. We
care about your end game, not the fight of the day.
We’re here with suppo and know how to move
difficult issues forward to find solutions. At Hayes
Fry Law, we believe it is our job to guide clients
through an oen long and difficult process, step by
step, keeping them centered and focused on what
maers when tensions are high and emotions
charged.
We offer a full range of family law services,
including separation, divorce, and mediation to
litigation, spousal suppo, child suppo, arrears,
adoptions, prenuptial, and cohabitation
agreements and more.
Separation and Divorce
We understand that separation is a life-changing
event, especially when children are involved. We
educate our clients as we guide them through the
process helping them make the best decisions for
their family.
We can assist with all, or just a few, of the issues
arising from separation and relationship-breakdown: parenting and guardianship maers, child
and spousal suppo maers, the division of assets
and debts.
Seling Out of Cou
Going to cou is always expensive, usually a
gamble, and oen the resolutions are incomplete
or “one-size fits all”. We do our best to explore all
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possible alternatives to couroom resolutions and see
the cou as our last reso.
We can help you stay out of the couroom by offering
advice about, or helping dra, a Divorce (or
Separation) Contract. This is a document that deals
with the practical issues of a separation: who will take
what propey, who will take what debts, will money be
exchanged to equalize the division of propey and
debt, what is guardianship, will there be spousal
suppo and/or child suppo, what will the suppo
amounts be, how long will they be in place for, and any
other maer relevant to the separation and divorce.
and divorce.
Mediation
Hayes Fry Law has a fierce devotion to offering a
forward-thinking, educational, and integrated
approach to solving legal maers in a relaxed
environment. We strive to ensure the best experience
and provide the deepest expeise for clients .
We oen recommend mediation over litigation.
Mediation is a facilitated, modern, and growing
approach to resolving disputes between paies.
Co-Founder Nathan Hayes-Fry will host and facilitate a
discussion where all paies come with an open mind, a
desire to reach a solution, and mutual respect.
Mediation is cost-effective and quick compared to
litigation and traditional models of lawyer-facilitated
negotiation. Working with a mediator can allow paies
to reach an agreement on issues that are impoant to
them, in addition to the strictly legal issues.
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WILLS & E S T A T E S

Estate plans that stand the test of time
No maer your age or stage of life, it’s impoant
to have the right plan in place for the future. We
will help you make the best possible plans,
preserve your legacy, and protect those you
love. We can also help navigate your role as a
beneficiary or trustee.

You’ll also want to consider who makes healthcare
decisions for you and your spouse should you both
be unable to do so. Establishing your wishes regarding
pain care, organ donation, and resuscitation will be
considered, ensuring your wishes are met.
Older Adults

Young Individuals
Many of us have been founate to find great
paying jobs early in our lives in the Peace
Country, and that’s not the case everywhere. In
Grande Prairie even people in their early 20s
have a need to begin to think about estate
planning, naming a power of aorney and any
beneficiaries.

While no one wants to talk about aging and death, a
well-thought-out estate plan allows you to make
provisions for yourself and your loved ones — leaving
no questions to be decided by the cous or family
members who weren’t expecting to do so. The more
planning you do now, the more your wishes will be
honoured and the less stress your loved ones will
face when they’re grieving.

Whether your assets are big or small, consist of
savings, stocks, or an employment pension, its
best to have a clear plan to ensure the people
you care about are taken care of. No maer your
age, it’s wise to determine how your debts will be
paid or who will look aer your children.

Draing a will, naming your beneficiaries, establishing
powers of aorney, and seing up your healthcare
directives are just some of the items you’ll want to
consider.

Families

Losing a loved one is hard enough but having to
worry about administering an estate adds to the
pressure. If you are an executor or personal
representative for a loved one’s estate, we are here
to provide you with legal guidance and suppo.
Whether you require some general legal advice or
need to apply for a grant of probate with the
couhouse, we help quickly and efficiently.

When raising a family, it’s hard to think about
worst-case scenarios. However, in case the
unthinkable happens, it’s impoant to plan.
Thinking of your children, we’ll plan around who
can care for them, who will make financial or
medical decisions on their behalf, how their
inheritances will be managed, and when and how
they will receive it.
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Estate Administration

We can also help with adult guardianship,
trusteeship, and power of aorney maers.
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CO R PO RA T E L A W

Providing a full suite of business services
Hayes Fry Law provides comprehensive legal
services to businesses across Nohern Albea.
Whether you’re staing, growing, or wrapping up
your business, we’re here for you. Our corporate
lawyers will help you plan and protect you, your
family, and your business from potential liability.
We’ll take care of everything, so you can focus on
what maers most.
Sta-Ups and New Businesses
We work with clients that dream of staing or
purchasing a business. We can suppo you
choosing the appropriate corporate structure,
Aicles of Incorporation, and all other sta up
needs.
The incorporation process is not costly or
time consuming, but it is impoant to have the
corporation set up correctly from the outset to
avoid future problems. We don’t want our clients to
miss out on the key benefits of incorporating. Our
corporate lawyers take the time to meet with you
and understand your goals and objectives before
determining the most suitable business structure to
limit your liability and take advantage of tax
planning.
If a panership is a beer fit for your circumstances,
we can dra a panership agreement for you. Each
panership agreement differs based on business
objectives, and there are common issues to consider
including the percentage of ownership, division of
profit and loss, length of the panership, decision
making and resolving disputes, paner authority,
and withdrawal or death of a paner.
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Established Businesses
Our experience with businesses of all types and sizes provides
us excellent insight to the needs of business owners. We offer
a diverse range of services to meet everyone’s needs.
Services include:
• Contract draing and review
• Commercial and residential leases
• Merger and acquisitions
• Corporate restructuring
• Shareholder agreements and disputes
• Commercial financing
• Preparing director’s and shareholder’s resolutions and
Minute Books
Buying or Selling a Business
If you are buying or selling a business, you need our
experienced lawyers on your team. We’ll help to educate you
on your options and ensure your interests are protected and
be sure to refer you to our preferred accountants for
thorough and complete advice. We can suppo with the
review of franchise or lease agreements, negotiating asset
purchase agreements and draing all relevant transaction
documents.
Commercial Financing
We can help with the commercial financing process. Our
strategic advice and recommendations regarding the
structuring of transactions help minimize risks when working
with either institutional or private lenders. We also advise
borrowers on their individual financing requirements,
negotiate terms of loans and security documents, and
seamlessly facilitate financing transactions between lenders
and borrowers.
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Home is where
your story
begins.
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R E A L E S T AT E

Buying, selling or reﬁnancing services
Nohern Albea’s real estate market is thriving. At
Hayes Fry Law, we know it’s easy to get carried away
when the market is hot. We also know that buying a
home is one of the biggest investments many of our
clients will make in their lifetime.
Led by co-founder Leah Hayes-Fry, our real estate
practice is focused on client education and care. We
ensure our lawyers have an in-depth knowledge of
your file and take the time to sit with you and walk
through the process. Our job is to ensure that buyers,
sellers, lenders, and realtors all work together in a
seamless and timely manner. If there’s a dispute, its
our job to manage the negotiation at closing and give
advice in advance whenever possible.
Our goal is to make sure you feel comfoable with
the process and leave our office fully understanding
one of the most impoant transactions of your life,
and make sure you’re protected the whole way
through.
Buying & Selling
We’re here to look aer your interests when you are
buying, selling, building, or refinancing a propey. Our
real estate lawyers review all documents and ensure
that there are no errors and that your transaction is
executed properly and efficiently. If requested in
advance, we can also provide advice on contract
terms to guard against unwanted surprises on closing
day.
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All-in Quote
We’re happy to provide a quote in advance and we
will always honour that quote. The best pa? We
won’t charge you each time you contact us for
updates on the file. Anytime you have questions we
encourage you to get in touch. This means there
won’t be any surprises when you come in to sign
documents. You’ll know exactly what your closing
costs will be without fear of an increased or new bill
in the mail.
Last-Minute Needs
In a hurry to close? We’re happy to handle your
last-minute needs at competitive rates. Real estate
in Grande Prairie and Nohern Albea happens
quickly, and we understand timelines are oen
tight and clients work long hours out of town. We
have the resources and an amazing team who work
with you and other key players in your real estate
transaction. We expedite the process where
necessary and get you what you really want,
whether it’s your sale proceeds or your new keys.
Commercial Real Estate
As a commercial buyer, purchasing an office, shop,
or retail space means your business is growing and
you’re enhancing a connection to the community.
We want to share in that excitement with you.
Conversely, we’ll help you with the sale of your
commercial propey, so you can confidently move
forward to your next adventure.
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KINDNESS Counts
At Hayes Fry Law, we proudly say we’re a different kind of law firm. We believe in kindness. We
want to see more of it in this world. We want to see more businesses, corporations and people
spreading kindness. But we only have influence over ourselves and our lile law firm.
Kindness isn’t oen associated with lawyers.
Kindness is oen conceived of in our culture as something that is simple or simple minded,
something that is primarily maternal, something that is weak, or something that can expose
you to harm and being taken advantage of.
Here, we think KINDNESS is strength. It’s patience, it’s warmth. Kindness is conscientious and
brave. Kindness is how we treat our clients. We fight your bales with strength. We’re patient
in explaining the law, disclosure requirements, propey taxes, and what a retainer is. We show
warmth when you are struggling or when bad things no one can control happen to you. We
serve you by doing our best with the problems you have and providing solutions, so you won’t
face new ones in the future.
And the beautiful thing about kindness is that it’s contagious. By sharing this, we’re hoping
you’ll join our kindness crusade and make our community beer, stronger and kinder.
Want to learn more about spreading kindness? We love the aicle from Scientific American
that follows: Kindness Contagion. We hope you enjoy it as well.
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SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

Kindness Contagion
Witnessing kindness inspires kindness,
causing it to spread like a virus
By Jamil Zaki
Conformity gets a bad rap, and it oen
deserves one. People abuse drugs, deface
national parks, and spend $150,000 on tote
bags aer seeing others do so. Peer
pressure doesn’t have to be all bad,
though. People parrot each other’s voting,
healthy eating, and environmental
conservation effos, too. They also “catch”
cooperation and generosity from others.
Tell someone that his neighbors donated
to a charity, and that person will boost his
own giving, even a year later. Such good
conformity appears promising, but also
narrow. Prior experiments, for instance,
focus almost exclusively on people who
observe others engage in a paicular
positive action (say, recycling) and later
imitate that same action.
In a set of new studies, my colleagues and I
highlight a broader flavor of positive
conformity. We find that people imitate
not only the paiculars of positive actions,
but also the spirit underlying them. This

implies is that kindness itself is contagious,
and that that it can cascade across people,
taking on new forms along the way. To be
a potent social force, positive conformity
requires such flexibility. Not everyone can
afford to donate to charity or spend weeks
on a service trip to Haiti. Witnessing
largesse in others, then, could inhibit
would-be do-gooders who feel that they
can’t measure up. Our work suggests that
an individual’s kindness can nonetheless
trigger people to spread positivity in other
ways.
In our study, people were given a $1
“bonus” in addition to their payment for
completing the study. They then viewed
brief descriptions of 100 charities, and
decided whether they wanted to give any
of their bonus to each one. Aer making
each donation, paicipants saw what they
believed was the average donation made
by the last 100 people in the study. In fact,
we manipulated these “group donations”
to influence our paicipants’ beliefs.

“In a world
where you can
be anything,
be kind.”
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"There's no such thing as
a small act of kindness.
Every act creates a ripple
with no logical end."
-SCOT T ADAMS
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And right now, when it comes to mending ideological divides
and cultivating kindness, we need every strategy we can find.

Some people learned that they lived in a
generous world, where people donated about
three-fouhs of their bonus to charity. Others
learned that they lived in a stingy world, where
people donated only about one-fouh of their
bonus.
Like other scientists, we found that paicipants
who believed others were generous became
more generous themselves. We then tested our
real question: does kindness contagion
transcend mere imitation? In a follow up study,
people observed others donating generously or
stingily, and then completed what they thought
was an unrelated “pen pal” task. They read a
note in which another person described the ups
and downs of his last month, and wrote back.
People who had watched others donate
generously wrote friendlier, more empathic, and
more suppoive notes than those who had
watched others behave greedily. This suggests
that kindness evolves as it diffuses, “infecting”
behaviors through which new individual can
express it.
People in our studies didn’t even need to see
others do anything in order to catch their
kindness. In another follow-up, people read
stories about the suffering of homeless
individuals. Aer each story, they saw what they
believed was the average level of empathy past
paicipants had felt in response to its
protagonist. Some people learned that their
peers cared a great deal, and others learned
they were prey callous. At the end of the study,
we gave paicipants a $1 bonus, and the
oppounity to donate as much of it as they
liked to a local homeless shelter. People who
believed others had felt empathy for the
homeless cared more themselves, and also
donated twice as much as people who believed
others had felt lile empathy.
We still don’t fully understand the
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psychological forces that power kindness
contagion. One possibility, suppoed by our
own work, is that people value being on the
same page with others. For instance, we’ve
found that when individuals learn that their
own opinions match those of a group, they
engage brain regions associated with the
experience of reward, and that this brain
activity tracks their later effos to line up
with a group. As such, when people learn
that others act kindly, they might come to
value kindness more themselves.
Of course, conformity is not always a force
for good. Indeed, the ill will now blanketing
our country oen reflects people following
each other’s lead. People who hold extreme
aitudes voice them loudly; when moderate
individuals fall in line, groups grow more
entrenched and fuher apa from each
other. The expanding, embiering gulf
between le and right in American politics
highlights the volatile results of such
polarization. Our work, however, suggests
that conformity can drive not just animosity,
but also compromise, tolerance, and
warmth.
The bale between dark and light
conformity likely depends on which cultural
norms people witness most oen. Someone
who is surrounded by grandstanding and
antagonism will tend towards hostile and
exclusionary aitudes herself. Someone
who instead learns that her peers prize
empathy will put more work to empathize
herself, even with people who are different
from her. By emphasizing empathy-positive
norms, we may be able to leverage the
power of social influence to combat apathy
and conflict in new ways.
And right now, when it comes to mending
ideological divides and cultivating kindness,
we need every strategy we can find.
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GROWING
Committed to creating an even
grander Grande Prairie

We’re thrilled to have moved into a new and beautiful space as of October 1, 2022, deepening our roots in
this community that we proudly call home. Our new building is 15,000 square feet and will allow us to grow
our business to serve our City beer. We are honoured to have the oppounity to employ more people
and in turn suppo more local Grande Prairie businesses. We’ve brought eight legal minds to Grande
Prairie and provided internships for three paralegals and we’re just geing staed.
If you know talented young lawyers, law students, or legal suppo staff that are or will be looking to build
a career here in Nohern Albea, please tell them to get in touch.
Let’s grow together!

Hayes Fry Law is a premium, full-service law firm, catering to clients in Grande Prairie and across
the Peace Country & Nohern Albea. We believe in treating our clients to an exceptional
experience, and we’re commied to handling each and every maer with care and personalized
aention. Please get in touch and let us know how we can make your life beer.

Reception@HayesFryLaw.ca

780.831.7370

HayesFryLaw.ca

